Aerodynamic drag or the wind resistance is considered to be of prime concern in vehicle design . The 
I. INTRODUCTION
Cars or the road vehicles in general are bluff bodies moving in the vicinity of ground & the flow over them is complex owing to its partly attached & partly separated nature. The flow over cars is said to be turbulent eventhough the intensity of turbulence is low and nature of vortices formed around is also not very strong . Fig 1 shows forces and moments acting on a vehicle [19] . Any generic car shape without any superficial features generates three dimensional vortices in the rear slant of the car .The drag or the wind resistance of cars is made up of two parts namely Viscous drag which is found in the attached flow region due to domination of viscous effects and Pressure drag in the separated flow region where inertia effects dominate.
Fig 1. Aerodynamic forces and Moments acting on a CAR assuming six degrees of freedom.
In cars which are bluff bodies the Pressure drag accounts for 85 % and the remaining 15 % is Viscous drag [14] . As said earlier Viscous drag results from the shape / profile and Pressure drag results from sudden abrupt change in geometry / topology , where the flow separates after formation of free shear layer. The Viscous drag can be reduced by adapting to generic shapes like aeroplane wings, pontoons etc. which are known as streamlined bodies. Similarly Pressure drag can be reduced by altering the geometry and thus avoiding the extent of separation .It is also found that the design of the rear slant decides the drag or the wind resistance of the vehicle. The vortices formed behind the car resemble that behind a cylinder , which are known as VonKarman Vortices. [1] Refer Fig 2. As these vortices are shed on a continuous basis, their kinetic energy is dissipated and as a result there is equivalent pressure loss in the rear slant region also known as Wake. Therefore the vehicle has to do excess work equivalent to the pressure loss in the wake , which is nothing but drag. Since the wind is also flowing from under the hood there is vertically upwards acting force known as Lift.It is therefore desirable that there is enough down force to counter the lift for stability and traction.  Formal integration of the governing equations of the fluid flow over all the (finite) control volumes of the solution domain.  Discretization involves the substitution of the variety of finite difference type approximation for the terms in the integrated equations representing flow processes such as convection , diffusion and sources .This converts the integral equations into a system of algebraic equations.  Solution of the algebraic equations by iterative methods.
The most popular solution procedures are the TDMA line by line solver of the algebraic equations and the SIMPLE algorithm to ensure correct linkage between pressure and velocity. [11] Owing to the increased popularity of Engineering workstations, many of which have outstanding graphics capabilities, the leading CFD packages are now equipped with versatile data visualization tools.
B. Classification of Cars
Broadly CFD Software Fluent is used as a virtual test bench for analysing two versions of cars .The Pro-e model of midsegment Hatchback is generated from its bidirectional image tracings taken on a graph paper , which are reconstituted in Pro-e and then variable section sweep tool is used to generate the car volume .Similarly by extending the rear portion to three box version Sedan is modelled as shown in 
www.internationaljournalssrg.org Page 7 Tables II and IV give breakup of pressure drag and viscous drag as found from force report function of Fluent for the two versions. The table also gives the value of pressure coefficients and analytical drag. Graphs I,II,III, IV show the breakup of pressure and viscous drag for two versions.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As Fluent issimulation software it outputs results in the form of graphic images and tables .The graphic images in Figs 6 to 13 give , drag ( skin friction coefficient ) , static pressure contours and velocity vectors , for specimen velocity of 45 m/s . From skin friction coefficient images it is observed that the drag value for Hatchback lies between 1 to 1.20 and for Sedan it lies between 0.6 to 1 . However these figures pertain to skin friction coefficient i.e. only viscous part of drag due to profile. The total drag values found from force report of fluent are 1.40 and 0.44 for Hatchback and Sedan respectively. The discrepancies are explained as under. Generally skin friction coefficient is computed for fully attached flows in Aerospace applications. Automotive shapes being bluff bodies therefore do not give realistic values of drag as a whole. Therefore the total drag values obtained from force report can be assumed as the realistic.
Static pressure contour images indicate the regions of high & low pressures along the symmetry plane. These images enable us to track excessive lift , which is not desirable. The images of velocity vectors enable us to analyse the flow over body & separation in the wake region .These images indicate how pronounced the trailing vortices are. Also depending upon the up wash / downwash observed the the necessary down force can be visualized. It is also observed that the static pressure and velocity values complement each other. Images of static pressure contours are pressure coefficient only presented to understand the pressures acting in various regions. However the values from these images are not mentioned as the emphasis of this paper is on drag. Refer fig 12 & fig 13 which show details of separation / wake regions. It is seen that in Fig 12 of Hatchback trailing vortices are prominent, whereas in Fig 13 of Sedan there are no vortices seen as there is no separation of flow and as a result there is downwash which also provides necessary down force. Refer graphs I,II, III & IV which indicate that the total drag increases as the speed increases. For Sedan the pressure and viscous drag are almost 50 % each at all speeds , however for Hatchback there is variation owing to flow separation in the rear and also due to flow reversal.
III. CONCLUSION
The important conclusion which can be drawn is that the drag of Sedan (Three box version) is lower than Hatchback (Two box version) for the same car , which is ascertained from values computed. The Hatchback has large recirculation of vortices in the separated / wake region in the rear & therefore gives rise to additional pressure drag. The Sedan or the three box version has a boat tail ramp which avoids separation and therefore the pressure drag reduces. The Sedan version is said to be an optimized version. The drag of Hatchback version also can be minimized by idealizing the flow over it to be half Rankine oval and accordingly designing the front profile so that the pressure drag of the front streamlined part of vehicle is theoretically zero. Therefore the vehicle has only minimum viscous drag in the fore and only pressure drag in the wake region in the rear. Also, assuming the drag to be a function of Reinhold's number / Velocity and aspect ratio the following expressions could be written in power law. The aspect ratio in this case is ratio of width / wheel track to the diagonal chord length (Lowest front point to highest rear point). 
